**Women in Fiction**

**Brick Lane**
Monica Ali
PR 6101.L45 B75 2003

**The Handmaid's Tale**
Margaret Atwood
PR 9199.3.A8 H3 1986

**How the García Girls Lost Their Accents**
Julia Alvarez
PS 3551.L845 H66 1992

**Vagina Monologues**
Eve Ensler
PS 3555.N75 V3 2001

**The Help**
Kathryn Stockett
PS 3619.T636 H45 2009

**A Thousand Splendid Suns**
Khaled Hosseini
PS 3608.O832 T46 2007

**The Red Tent**
Anita Diamant
PAPERBACK COLLECTION

**White Oleander : A Novel**
Janet Fitch
PAPERBACK COLLECTION

**The Bonesetter's Daughter**
Amy Tan
PAPERBACK COLLECTION

**Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood : A Novel**
Rebecca Wells
PAPERBACK COLLECTION

**Cora Unashamed**
PN 1992.77 .C67 2005

**Daughter from Danang**
DS 559.8.C53 D38 2004

**Girl Interrupted**
RC 464.K36 A32 1999

**Iron Jawed Angels**
PN 1997.2 .I76 2004

**Norma Rae**

**Real Women Have Curves**
PN 1997.2 .R43 2003

**The Rosa Parks Story**
E 185.97.P3 R68 2003

**The Secret Life of Bees**
PN 1997.2 .S38 2008

**Sunshine Cleaning**
PN 1997.2 .S86 2009

**Their Eyes Were Watching God**
PN 1997. T44 2005

**Water**
PN 1995.9.W6 W3847 2006

**Whale Rider**
PR 9639.3.15 W48 2003

---

**DVDs**

**March 2011**

**Women's History Month**

**Women’s History Month**

Cypress College Library
9200 Valley View Street
Cypress, CA 90630

714-484-7125

www.cypresscollege.edu/library
Featured Books

Secret History of the Mongol Queens : How the Daughters of Genghis Khan Rescued His Empire
J. McIver Weatherford
DS 22 .W39 2010

Cleopatra : A Life
Stacy Schiff
DT 92.7 .S35 2010

The Woman in the Zoot Suit : Gender, Nationalism, and the Cultural Politics of Memory
Catherine S. Ramirez.
E 184.M5 R329 2009

Ida : a Sword Among Lions : Ida B. Wells and the Campaign Against Lynching
Paula J. Giddings
E 185.97.W55 G53 2009

Extraordinary Ordinary People : A Family Memoir
Condoleezza Rice
E 840.8.R48 A3 2010

Women Who Run with the Wolves : Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman Archetype
Clarissa Pinkola Estés
GR 470 .E88 1992

Cinderella's Sisters : A Revisionist History of Footbinding
Dorothy Ko
GT 498.F66 K55 2005

Hot (broke) messes : how to have your latte and drink it too
Nancy Trejos
HG 3761 .T74 2010

From Eve to Dawn : A History of Women
Marilyn French
HQ 1121 .F74 2008

Well-Behaved Women Seldom Make History
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich
HQ 1121 .U517 2007

Women and the Making of America: Combined Volume
Mari Jo Buhle, Teresa Murphy, and Jane Gerhard
HQ 1181.U5 B84 2008

Beauty Myth : How Images of Beauty Are Used Against Women
Naomi Wolf
HQ 1219 .W65 1991

American Women's Movement, 1945-2000 : A Brief History with Documents
Nancy MacLean
HQ 1236.5.U6 M33 2009

Elizabeth Cady Stanton : An American Life
Lori D. Ginzberg
HQ 1413.S67 G43 2009

Seneca Falls and the Origins of the Women's Rights Movement
Sally Gregory McMillen
HQ 1418.S67 G43 2009

Backlash : The Undeclared War Against American Women
Susan Faludi
HQ 1426 .F35 1991

Kabul Beauty School : An American Woman Goes Behind the Veil
Deborah Rodriguez
HQ 1735.6 .R63 2007

History in Blue : 160 Years of Women Police, Sheriffs, Detectives, and State Troopers
Allan T. Duffin
HV 8023 .D84 2010

Reading is My Window : Books and the Art of Reading in Women's Prisons
Megan Sweeney
HV 9471 .S94 2010

Girl Zines : Making Media, Doing Feminism
Alison Piepmeier
PN 4836 .P54 2009

American Women's Movement, 1945-2000 : A Brief History with Documents
Nancy MacLean
PS 147 .S46 2009

Charlotte Perkins Gilman : a Biography
Cynthia J. Davis
PS 1744.G57 Z66 2010

Scientific Pioneers : Women Succeeding in Science
Joyce Tang
Q 130 .T36 2006

The Female Brain
Louann Brizendine
QP 376 .B755 2006

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
Rebecca Skloot
RC 265.6.L24 S55 2010

Promise me : how a sister's love launched the global movement to end breast cancer
Nancy Brinker
RC 280.B8 B7287 2010